Ai Weiwei
ai weiwei - wikipedia - ai weiwei (chinese: 艾未未; pinyin: Ài wèiwèi, english pronunciation (help · info); born 28
august 1957 in beijing) is a chinese contemporary artist and activist. his father's original surname was written
jiang () collaborated with swiss architects herzog & de meuron as the artistic consultant on the beijing national
stadium for the 2008 summer olympics. ai weiwei: portrait of the artist as an iconoclast ... - ai weiwei:
portrait of the artist as an iconoclast (excerpt from 3,000-word essay) dario gamboni dropping urns and
overpainting vases the fame and the image of ai weiwei remain primarily associated with the iconoclastic
component of his art and especially his 1995 ai weiwei - amazon web services - ai weiwei, ‘architecture
and space’, blog posted 13 january 2006 introduction artist ai weiwei occupied alcatraz, one of north america’s
most infamous penitentiaries, via artworks designed to provoke our perception of freedom and imprisonment.
these two themes have affected and galvanised the artist ai weiwei: interlacing damien hirst annawaldmann - ai weiwei – architect, installation artist, blogger, photographer, cultural critic, twitterer, and
social and political critic – holds a mirror up to chinese society and, in the process, produces evocative and
revealing works. in 1981 he left china for the united states and spent ai weiwei: never sorry discussion
guide - influence film club - ai weiwei: never sorry is a film about ai weiwei, a renowned chinese artist and
activist who continually champions the values of democracy and human rights, and thus works in opposition to
china’s authoritarian government. first-time director, alison klayman, spent three years following weiwei as he
prepared for major ai weiwei: according to what? audio tour transcript - ai weiwei: according to what?
audio tour transcript track 1 – welcome and introduction matthew teitelbaum: hello, i’m matthew teitelbaum,
the art gallery of ontario’s director and ceo. welcome to ai weiwei: according to what?, an exhibition profiling ai
weiwei, china’s most prolific and provocative contemporary artist and one of the most significant artists at ai
weiwei: never sorry - san francisco film society - ai weiwei: never sorry is the first feature-length film
about the internationally renowned chinese artist and activist, ai weiwei. in recent years, ai has garnered
international attention as much for his ambitious artwork as his political provocations. this fascinating
documentary examines this complex intersection of artistic practice and 2b weiwei lesson 1 - institute for
research in art - -inside art! 3ai weiwei lesson 1
ai!weiwei,!one!of!china’s!mostvocal!human!rights!activists,!is!also!one!of!the!world’s!most
powerful!contemporary!artists.!!born ... ai weiwei: according to what? press release vol.3 2009.7 ... - ai
weiwei was born in beijing in 1957 as the son of ai qing, one of modern china’s most renowned poets. he
entered the beijing film academy in 1978. in 1979 and in 1980, ai took part in exhibitions as a member of
“xingxing (the stars),” the first avant-garde group in china after the cultural hirshhorn presents “ai weiwei:
according to what?” - hirshhorn presents “ai weiwei: according to what?” first north american survey of
provocative chinese artist’s work includes major new hirshhorn acquisition “ai weiwei: according to what?” the
first north american survey of the work of the foremost figure to emerge from the rapidly expanding chinese
contemporary art scene, is on view at art innovator ai weiwei - tony perrottet - “we liked to challenge ai
weiwei,” says galansino, “and he always responded with a better idea.” a. i is the son of one . of modern
china’s revered literary figures, ai qing, a renowned communist revolutionary who was close to mao. shortly
after ai was born, his father fell from favor with the party as a suspected “right- public art fund announces
all sites for ai weiwei’s 300 ... - “ai weiwei is unique in having combined the roles of preeminent
contemporary artist, political dissident, and human rights activist in such a prominent and powerful way,” said
public art fund director & chief curator nicholas baume. “in many ways, good fences make good neighbors is
the culmination of his work to date. it grows out of his ... ai weiwei - amazon web services - ai weiwei
wanted to give a feast of river crabs to his friends and supporters to celebrate a new studio he had built, but
was banned from attending by the chinese police. ai is a very modern man – he uses instagram and twitter a
lot – but he is also interested in chinese heritage. these priceless antique vases are from the twelve han
dynasty dg - ai weiwei - the fake case - pbs - ai weiwei: the fake case about ai weiwei ai weiwei is a
chinese activist and artist, born in 1957. his father, ai qing, was a well-known chinese poet. in 1958, ai qing
was arrested as part of the chinese anti-rightist cam-paign. he was sent to a labor camp, and he continued to
live in exile with his wife and son, ai weiwei (who was one year freedom of speech: china and the case of
ai weiwei - ai weiwei is a contemporary chinese artist who uses paintings, sculptures, architecture,
photography and any other means of art to bring light to social issues that may not get media attention and
also to critique china’s strict authoritarian regime. ai weiwei and the history for dissident political art in
china - ai weiwei and the history for dissident political art in china on may 15 2013 professor ming tiampo,
associate professor of art history at carleton university spoke to a standing-room audience on ai weiwei and
the history of dissident political art in china. one ai weiwei: according to what? april 18–august 10, 2014
- about the exhibition ai weiwei: according to what? is the first major exhibition in the united states devoted to
ai. showcasing the artist’s remarkable interdisciplinary career as a photographer, sculptor, architect, and ai
weiwei at meijer gardens: natural state - ai weiwei at meijer gardens: natural state is an unprecedented
exhibition in scale and meaning, with more than 30 works by one of the most distinguished artists of our time.
from galleries to conservatories, from public spaces to our auditorium, the transformation ai weiwei:
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according to what? press release vol.1 ai ... - ai weiwei was born in beijing in 1957 as the son of ai qing,
one of modern china’s most renowned poets. he entered the beijing film academy in 1978. in 1979 and then in
1981, ai took part in exhibitions as a member of “xingxing (the stars),” the first avant-garde group in china
after the cultural revolution. ai weiwei cv october2018 - lisson-art.s3azonaws - ai weiwei lives and works
in both berlin, germany and beijing, china 1982 parsons school of design, new york, ny, usa 1978–81
animation, beijing film academy, beijing, china delve deeper into ai weiwei: the fake case - pbs - delve
deeper into ai weiwei: the fake case a film by andreas johnsen house, 2009. as morning dawns on the
provincial city of muddy river, a young woman, gu shan, once a devoted 66°f san francisco search news
sports business a&e food ... - ai weiwei exhibition is more than a 'big event’ caille millner updated 10:49
am, saturday, september 27, 2014 a view of "refraction" (2014) found objects and steel by ai weiwei in
"@large: ai weiwei on alcatraz" photo: caille millner, s. f. chronicle ai weiwei’s art exhibition on alcatraz opens
to the public today, and by any of the measures we ai weiwei in florence and amsterdam: crossing
national ... - ai weiwei in florence and amsterdam: crossing national, artistic and ethical borders? iris van huis
& milica trakilović ai weiwei is a crucial political artist in our time. currently, his exhibitions are prominently
present in two cities of the two countries where our research is based: italy and the netherlands. coca cola
vase, ai weiwei - researchgate - coca cola vase, ai weiwei ai weiwei, coca cola vase, 2011, acrylic on han
dynasty vase i was made by an old potter in northern china in the second century bc, for a specific purpose.
the potter ... ai weiwei - lsrhs - 2292669/ai-weiwei-chinas-famous-dissident-artist-opens-ordealml. quotes
“creativity is the power to reject the past, to change the status quo, and to seek new potential. simply put,
aside from using one's imagination -perhaps more ai#weiwei’s circle’of’animals/zodiac’heads:gold
to#appear# ... - ai weiwei's circle of animals/zodiac heads: gold to appear at new york's longhouse reserve
keywords ai weiwei, circle of animals, zodiac heads, gold, new york, longhouse reserve, artist, sculpture,
dissident, chinese the power of quantity in ai weiwei’s sunflower seeds - by exploring how ai weiwei
used the porcelain sunflower seeds as a metaphor for the chinese people, this essay will argue that quantity is
a type of power to examine the issue of the collective and the individual in the ideological context. keywords:
the individual, the collective, totalitarianism, confucian doctrine, ... mapping nichols’ modes in
documentary film: ai weiwei ... - films ai weiwei: never sorry (klayman 2012) and helvetica (hustwit 2007)
by categorizing scenes in terms of modes. it is shown that this empirical approach is useful for filmmakers and
film critics and justifies the influential position of nichols in film theory. keywords: ai weiwei, helvetica,
documentary films, bill nichols, narrative. ai weiwei - galerieursmeile - ai weiwei knows that he challenges
the independence of art by making it political, by using it as a tool to convey information. as a matter of
course, though, the question of form is of equal interest to him. his aesthetic sense can be seen in the series
sugar pills (2013, huali wood, 162 × 154 × 100 cm, 97 × 86 ai weiwei: good fences make good neighbors
october 12 ... - ai weiwei: good fences make good neighbors october 12, 2017 – february 11, 2018 good
fences make good neighbors is an art exhibition featuring installations across all five boroughs of new york city
by world-renowned artist ai weiwei. at 300+ sites, it is ai’s largest public art project to date and is presented
by public art fund. ai weiwei and the art of protest - ypplcentral - $l :hlzhl dqg wkh $uw ri 3urwhvw zzz
wkhqdwlrq frp sulqw duwlfoh dl zhlzhl dqg duw surwhvw d[]]
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